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Introduction:  

       E- Learning is a system of learning and teaching through an electronic media. Now a day education 

can’t be complete without new technologies like E –Learning. E-Learning is the electronically learning 

but it cannot be received without a hub like Internet.  Through E-Learning one can access the resource 

of any topic. This is a wide web resources. It is very essential and helpful for the college, teacher and 

students to access the E-resources. Thus with the significant of e –learning training has been organised. 

 Objectives:  

1. To enhance the quality of learning and teaching. 

2. To improve the efficiency and effectiveness on new technologies. 

3. To enable user accessibility and time flexibility to engage learners in the learning and teaching 

process. 

Explanation:  

      The training program started at 1 p.m. approx. The program was hosted by Mr. Yugal Jyoti Borah, 

IQAC co-ordinator and delivered the objectives of the program.  The training is given to the students, 

teachers, and the library staff.  Next the host invited Mr. Mohan  Baruah  the college principal (i /c) on 

the host to delivered speech on the programme .The college principal was felicities with a Phulam 

Gamusa and delivered a  brief speech and the programme .Then the resources person Bhaskar  Jyoti 

Khanikar was invited dies and he was felicities by a phulam  gamusa .Then the training programme was 

started by his PPT .He delivered on E- learning , E-resources (NLIST) 

Outcome: 

         The Programme Was done Successfully and the participation were  very interested to it. It was very 

informative and highly beneficial. 

Conclusion: 

The E-resource training programme become successfully only due to the co-operation of the Students, 

Librarians, Teachers and   the most  of the  trainer. Number of  38 participant  present in the 

programme. 
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Introduction: 

 National Library Day is celebrated in India on 12th August every year in memory of birthday of Mr. S.R. 

Ranganathan, the man who gave a lot in library and information science field. 

Aims and Objective:  

1. It helps in all educational and instructional programme of the college. 

2. It enhances the understanding of different subjects or disciplines among the students. 

3. It provides healthy entertainment material to its users. 

Explanation:  

      The Library day started at 1 P.M. approx. The programme was hosted   by Yugal Jyoti Bora the IQAC 

co-ordinator and delivered the objectives of the programme. The college principal was falicited with a 

phulam gamusa and the principal, vice Principal Cheniram Hazarika, Assistant professor Dr Mamoni 

Mahanta, Librarian Mausumi Bora, senior assistant Rebokanta Gogoi, students Tinku Saikia and G.S. 

Junmoni Bora delivered speech on the library day. On this day goes to library best user award to the 

student Tinku Saikia, Nazmin Begum and Pompi Hazarika.  The library day Marangi Mahavidyalaya 

published a canvas magazine named “Gojali”. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Outcome: 

     The programme was done successfully and the teachers and students were very interested to it. 

Conclusion: 

     The librarian day programme become successful and due to the co-operation of the students, 

teachers the number of 25 participation present in the programme. 

 


